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This project was provided by the Snoqualmie Tribe 
Culture Department in 2020 to bring Tribal Artists 
together in sharing a story.

Traditional stories were sent out to the membership 
and a request was made for Tribal Artists to 
illustrate each story in any medium of their  
choosing.

The Origin of the Seasons story is also 
accompanied by a song.
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culture@snoqualmietribe.us
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Listen along to the names of Bear and Rabbit in 
Lushootseed!

Scan the QR code with a mobile device to practice 
hearing ‘Bear’ and ‘Rabbit’ in Lushootseed.

Listen in Lushootseed!
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Bear (sVetxed) has a younger 
brother, Rabbit (UeVedi?).
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One day Bear (sVetxed) said, 
“Alright now, we’ll gamble. Soon 
now the cold will come. We’ll 
gamble. Then if you beat me, it will 
be the way that you want it. 
If I beat you, it will be the way that 
I want it, with respect to the way 
day and night will be.”

“Now then, we’ll gamble. And if 
you’re going to beat me, sing your 
spirit power song.”

The Bear (sVetxed) said, “If I beat 
you, it will be the way I want it.”
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Then they gambled. The Bear 
(sVetxed) sat at the board and the 
Rabbit (UeVedi?) sat at the board. 
Then they gambled.

Then Rabbit (UeVedi?) sang his 
power song from the north. He 
sang it and said, “Clear, clear the 
sky. Dry, dry the sky.”

He called for freezing weather and 
cold. That is the song of the 
Rabbit (UeVedi?). Rabbit (UeVedi?) 
wanted it to get cold.
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Then Bear (sVetxed) sings for 
cloudy weather.

Bear (sVetxed) says, “Get warm, 
get warm.” He calls for clouds.
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Then they were gambling. The 
Bear (sVetxed) was beaten by 
Rabbit (UeVedi?). When the Rabbit 
would be outguessed, and made 
to fall by the Bear (sVetxed), the 
Bear (sVetxed) would jump at the 
Rabbit until the Bear (sVetxed) 
was being beaten by the Rabbit 
(UeVedi?).

Rabbit (UeVedi?) won. It froze and 
became cold. It would crackle until 
it froze. The sky would clear.
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Bear (sVetxed) said, “You beat 
me. Now it will be the way you 
want it.”

Then, for winning, Rabbit 
(UeVedi?) got the freezing 
weather. So now it freezes and 
gets cold.
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